WELCOME TO SPACEPORT NORWAY

We live in an extremely exciting time of change and transformation, some highly respected people believe that the next 10 years will see more change and disruption than the previous 100. That idea is staggering.

This is the backdrop for Spaceport Norway. What will happen if we are able to create more and better partnerships across industries? How can science and technology from the space sector contribute to more innovation and better solutions in other sectors? How can the growing and increasingly democratised space industry benefit from technology and competence transfer from other industries? This is what we are trying to find out – we hope you are also curious.

Thank you for being a part of Spaceport Norway 2017

Ole Dokka
Executive Director
Spaceport Norway

Facebook.com/spaceportnorway
Twitter.com/spaceportnorway
Linkedin.com/company/spaceport-norway
www.spaceport-norway.com
EVENT PROGRAMME
Sunday 18th – Wednesday 21st

Sunday, 19th: Reception
18:00 – 21:00 | OPENING RECEPTION, INNOVATION DOCK

Martti Boyesen – Principal, UiS
Speakers, exhibitors and delegates gather at one of the hotspots for innovation & entrepreneurship in Stavanger.

Monday, 20th: Technology Transfer
08:10 – 08:20 | WELCOME TO THE FIRST SPACEPORT NORWAY
Ole Dokke – Executive Director, Spaceport Norway
08:20 – 08:30 | INTRODUCTION
Sebastian Straube – Founder & CEO, Interstellar Ventures
Framing the 3 day programme & of the topic of the day:Technology Transfer.
08:30 – 08:50 | OPENING KEYNOTE
Pete Warden – Executive Director, Breakthrough Starshot
Brave New World - Enabled by science, technology & new partnerships.
08:50 – 09:10 | PLENARY
Gary Martin – Director of Partnerships, NASA AMES
How to become a NASA business partner.
09:10 – 09:30 | PLENARY
Pål Brekke – Senior Advisor - Space Science, Norwegian Space Centre
A historic perspective on tech transfer from space & how it has shaped our world.
09:30 – 09:50 | PLENARY
Enes Ingemotin – VP Global Business Dev, Oceaneering
Mark Stevens – Director of Comms & Application Dev, Oceaneering
From Space to Subsea: a journey of technology transfer & data analytics.
09:50 – 10:00 | Q&A, Sebastian Straube
10:00 – 10:30 | BREAK & EXPO
10:30 – 10:45 | PLENARY
Jan Hauge – MD, Stavanger Forum. Welcome to Digital Risk Day
09:00 – 09:10 | OPENING KEYNOTE
Reidar B. Bratvold – Professor of Petroleum Investment & Decision Analysis, University of Stavanger

Tuesday, 20th: Digitalisation & Satellite Data
08:20 – 08:30 | INTRODUCTION TO THE DAY
You're no longer left to wonder if remote sensing satellites can change existing & create entirely new industries.
08:30 – 08:50 | OPENING KEYNOTE
Simona Di Pippo – Director, UN’s Office for Outer Space Affairs
Global Sustainability 2.0 - Powered by Outer Space Activities.
08:50 – 09:10 | PLENARY
Andreas Vinäsk – Head of Space Data, European Commission
Space data – A new platform for digitalisation and growth.
09:10 – 09:30 | PLENARY
Stephen Coulson – Head of Industry, ESA
Space & International Financing Institutions – New Opportunities in Sustainable Development.
11:20 – 11:30 | PLENARY
OBA, Sebastian Straube
11:30 – 12:30 | BREAK & EXPO
12:30 – 12:55 | PLENARY
Lise L. Randersberg – President, Tekna
Use the force – New opportunities through technology transfer.
13:00 – 13:50 | PARALLEL SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS
PARALLEL 1
Norwegian space opportunities – With OBA, ESA, Norwegian Space Centre, Viking Ice, DSIF & AP Norway.
13:00 – 13:50 | PARALLEL 2
Introduction to Technology Transfer Possibilities – With Eneftekompleks, Arctic & Barents, ESA, NTSI & Norway – Valo.

PARALLEL 2
Use the force – New opportunities through technology transfer.
13:50 – 14:15 | BREAK & EXPO
14:15 – 14:45 | CLOSING KEYNOTE
Frank Salzgeber – Head of Technology Transfer, European Space Agency
Technology transfer as catalyst for disruptive innovation.
14:45 – 15:15 | PLENARY
Jan Hauge – MD, Stavanger Forum
What I learned from going to Space, and almost dying getting back to Earth.
15:15 – 15:30 | Q&A, Sebastian Straube
15:30 – 16:00 | WORKSHOP
Andres Attramadal – Regional Manager, EGGs Design & Colleagues
How space data can be used to solve a user-needed on Earth.
16:30 – 16:50 | PLENARY
Daniel Vidal – MD, Afelia
Space & global digitalisation – abundant opportunities for new entrepreneurs.
09:30 – 09:50 | PLENARY
Simon Jutz – Head of Copernicus – Space, ESA
Copernicus going forward - an enabler for a digital Europe.
09:50 – 10:00 | Q&A, Sebastian Straube
10:00 – 10:30 | BREAK & EXPO
10:30 – 10:45 | PLENARY
Day Anders Moeldestad – Senior Advisor, NSC
EO & Air Business Intelligence 2.0 – If Starts Now.
10:45 – 11:00 | PLENARY
Marianne Moen & Simon Jutz – Norwegian Space Centre, ESA
The Copernicus & Spaceport Awards, Special sessions, 3 course dinner & drinks.
11:00 – 11:10 | PLENARY
Jan Hauge – MD, Stavanger Forum. Welcome to Digital Risk Day
11:10 – 11:30 | Q&A, Sebastian Straube
11:30 – 12:00 | SPECIAL SESSION, INNOVATION DOCK
From shipyards to orbit – A rocket startup from Norway ready to launch.
12:20 – 12:30 | LUNCH & EXPO
12:30 – 13:45 | PARALLEL SESSIONS
PARALLEL 1
Negotiating for earth observation – With Kingsbreg Sea Star, RSAT, ICEYE, DEA & Norwegian Space Centre.
13:45 – 14:00 | PLENARY
Eline Giskeødegård – Head of Connected World, EGGS Design
Using space data for research and businesses.
14:00 – 14:15 | PLENARY
Hedge Frøim – Founder & Principal, Jotul
Are you and your business ready to be reprogrammed?
14:50 – 15:10 | PLENARY
Soyeon Yi – Astronaut, Seattle
What I learned from going to Space, and almost dying getting back to Earth.
15:15 – 15:30 | Q&A, Sebastian Straube
15:30 – 16:00 | BREAK & EXPO
16:00 – 16:30 | WORKSHOP
Anders Attramadal – Regional Manager, EGGs Design & Colleagues
How space data can be used to solve a user-needed on Earth.
16:30 – 16:50 | PLENARY
Dag Andersen, AS, ONSA
Brave New World - Enabled by science, technology & new partnerships.

Wednesday, 21st: Digital Risk Day
08:20 – 08:30 | OPENING KEYNOTE
Jan Hauge – MD, Stavanger Forum
Day Anders Moeldestad – Senior Advisor, NSC
Cyber security risk as part of enterprise risk management.
10:00 – 10:45 | BREAK & EXPO
10:45 – 11:15 | PLENARY
Torgeir Waterhouse – Director Internet & New Media, ICT Norge
Who is responsible when security breaks down?
11:15 – 11:45 | PLENARY
Al Rumson – PhD Researcher, Cranfield University
Open Source Data & Big Data techniques for tackling environmental risk.
11:45 – 13:00 | LUNCH & EXPO
13:00 – 13:30 | PLENARY
Bjarne Be – Head of Welfare Technology, City of Stavanger
The good samaritan, the bad demography and the ugly technology.
13:30 – 14:00 | PLENARY
Raelid B. Bratvold – Professor of Petroleum Investment & Decision Analysis, University of Stavanger
Big data has zero value – Until it informs a decision.
16:50 – 17:00 | SUMMARY OF THE DAY & OUTLOOK
19:00 – 21:00 | SPACEPORT NORWAY AWARDS
Marianne Moen & Simon Jutz – Norwegian Space Centre, ESA
The Copernicus & Spaceport Awards, Special sessions, 3 course dinner & drinks.
15:00 – 15:10 | PLENARY
Jan Hauge – MD, Stavanger Forum
Summary
Closing of day three & Spaceport Norway 2017

Closing of day three & Spaceport Norway 2017